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About The PlainLabel Game System™
The PlainLabel Game System is an integrated
multi-genre adventure gaming system for
roleplaying, tabletop miniatures battles, and tactical
man-to-man combat. Created by Greg Poehlein and
expanded upon by Guy McLimore and Bob Portnell,
the system is the property of MicroTactix Inc.
The core rulebooks of the PlainLabel Game
System, as referenced in this work, are available on
the internet at
http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel. These core
rulebooks are Copyright 2002 MicroTactix Inc.
PlainLabel Game System and the associated logo are
trademarks of MicroTactix Inc. and are used here by
permission under the PlainLabel Game System
Limited Trademark License, Version 1.0.
Persons who wish to create, distribute and
publish (commercially for a fee, or freely
distributed) materials such as adventures,
supplements, expansions, game settings, or other
derivative works based upon these core rulebooks
may do so if they agree to comply with the most
current version of the MicroTactix PlainLabel Game
System Limited Trademark License, which may be
viewed and agreed to at
http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel.
MicroTactix Inc. may publish new, revised
versions of the PlainLabel Game System Limited
Trademark License from time to time. Such new
versions will be similar in spirit to the present
version, but may differ in detail to address new
problems or concerns. The most current version of
the license is always available on the internet at
http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel.

DISCLAIMER

The following materials based on the PlainLabel
Game System, entitled The PlainLabel House Rules Kit,
are created by, made available by, and Copyright (C)
2002 by W. Robert Portnell and are not necessarily
endorsed in any way by MicroTactix Inc. or any publisher
of other PlainLabel Game System materials. Neither
MicroTactix Inc. nor any publisher of other PlainLabel
Game System materials is in any way responsible for the
content of these materials unless specifically credited.

Directions & forms for recording
important campaign & character
defaults, plus Bob's "Simply
2D10" rules for the PlainLabel
Game System.
The first section of this document provides
reminders and a new form to help you configure
your PlainLabel Game System campaign and
to pass on that information to the players. The
second section is a revised version of my
"Simply 2D10" variant rules, smoothly
incorporated into the Simply Roleplaying! v2
rules and including an all-new character sheet.

Campaign Controls
PlainLabel is easily customizable but it's
important to remember all the changes you make for
your game. It's also important to be able to relay
those changes to your players in an efficient way.
Use the included Character & Campaign Settings
form to help define and focus your campaign and the
options for creating characters in that world.
The left-hand column lets you record (in very
brief terms) the elements of world creation described
beginning on page 75. As gamemaster you will want
more detailed information for yourself, of course…
but use this form to help relay the essence of the
game world to your players. This will help the
players to create characters who are satisfactorily
linked to their world (as discussed on pages 84-87.)
The right-hand column helps you record the nuts
and bolts of the personal settings you use for the
world, both in character creation and in play options.
You can use the spaces provided to list new Ability,
Disability & Skill options… or (my favorite
solution) provide all-new complete lists for your
players.
Note also the principles you'll be using to issue
Luck Point rewards and Skill Purchase Points in
play. These will help guide the style of play and the
rate of character improvement.
Finally, indicate if you're going to use the
"Simply 2D10" methods. If so, refer to the next page
and the alternate Character Record when making
characters. I've provided a sample version of Jason
Decker for comparison.

"Simply 2D10"
Use the attached Character Record and the
rules changes below.

Character Building
Step 0: Concept
No changes.

Step 1: Age Category
No changes.
Step 2: Allot Stat Points
Characters receives 2 Stat Points, modified by
Age Category and Race. Average Stat is 0;
minimum for humans is -4; maximum for
humans (and maximum Health for all
characters) is 5. Stat Points may vary with
campaign; see Campaign & Character Settings
Form for specifics.
Step 3: Pick Abilities/Disabilities
No changes.
Step 4: Pick Gear & Special
Features
No changes.
Step 5: Pick Skills & Skill Levels
Character receives SPP equal to (2 x I + SPP
from age table). Select Skills as usual, note Skill
Name, relevant Stat and Level.
Step 6: Note Adjusted Stats
No changes.
Step 7: Calculate Minor Stats
Add 5 to S, H, adj S and adj H for purposes of
Unarmed Combat Max Damage, Fatigue Point
and Hit Point calculation.
Step 8: Figure Skill Bonuses
In the appropriate column, write the bonus for
the Skill Level. Write the Stat (Adj Stat). Add
together to get the Skill Bonus (Adj Bonus).

Action Rules
GENERAL PREMISE: Roll 2D10. In
All Cases, Higher Is Better.
Difficulty Levels
Task Difficulties get fixed Target Numbers:
Automatic
Very Easy
Easy
Average
Above Average
Difficult
Very Difficult
Improbable
Near Impossible
Impossible

N/A
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
29
N/A

Modifiers General Rule
Modifiers from Abilities, Disabilities, Luck,
Powers, Spells, Gear, etc. are added to the die
roll, not the Target Number.
Task Resolution
Roll 2D10, add your Skill Bonus, and apply
Modifiers. If the total is equal to or higher than
the Target Number, you succeed. If not, you
fail.
Contests
Roll as for Tasks; whoever rolls over the Target
Number AND rolls highest wins. In case of a
tie, highest unaltered die roll wins. If that's still
a tie, roll again!
Special Checks
Roll 2D10, add 2x the relevant Stat (not
Adjusted Stat), plus any Modifiers. If the result
is higher than or equal to 12, you succeed.
Skill Improvement
Roll 2D10. If you roll higher than or equal to a
Target Number of (Skill Bonus +6), you can
increase the Skill Bonus by 0.2. (Fractional
values are dropped off in play, as usual.)
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Character & Campaign Settings
World Settings

Character Settings

Tone

Total Stat Points: ______
Ability/Disability Balance: _____

Theme

Starting Luck Points: _____
New Abilities/Disabilities:

Texture

Premise

New Skills / Sub-Skills:

Luck Recovery:

Setting
"Outside"

Skill Purchase Point Recovery:

RULES CHANGES/VARIATIONS
"General Area"

"Heart of the Action"

"Simply 2D10" Variant? YES NO

PlainLabel Character Record

Stat
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I
C I

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
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Level + Lvl Bonus
Stat (adj)
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12
F+2 C+4 P+8 E+12

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Unarmed Combat Max Dmg
Initiative Bonus from Skills/Powers
ABILITIES

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

DISABILITIES

t Skill BonusBo

Fatigue

(adj) Hit Points

Simply 2D10 Variant
STATS
STAT
Strength
Streng
Coord.
Coord
Intellect
Intelle
Health
Luck
Speed

Armor

SKILLS

WEAPONS LIST

POWERS & EFFECTS or SPELLS or OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES LIST

Character Name
Aliases/Alter-Egos
Age Category/Age/Race
Date Created
Player Name
APPEARANCE

BRIEF HISTORY

PERSONALITY

EQUIPMENT LIST
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PlainLabel Game System™ LIMITED TRADEMARK LICENSE Version 1.0
Copyright 2002 MicroTactix Inc. 1601 Ravenswood Drive, Evansville, IN 47710 USA
The PlainLabel Game System™ is an integrated multi-genre adventure gaming system for roleplaying, tabletop miniatures, and tactical man-to-man combat. Created by Greg Poehlein and
expanded upon by Guy McLimore and Bob Portnell, the PlainLabel Game System is the
property of MicroTactix Inc. (www.microtactix.com).
Permission is hereby granted by MicroTactix Inc. (referred to herein as "MicroTactix") for the
use of special identifying trademarks and logos along with the creation and distribution of works
based on the PlainLabel Game System under a limited, royalty-free license agreement as follows:
Any person or company agreeing to this license must indicate agreement by including a complete
copy of the license (and the associated notice and disclaimer) in the text of the published work.
Such person or company (referred to herein as "Publisher") may use certain designated
identifying trademarks and logos to identify derivative works (for sale or for free distribution)
such as additional rules, game scenarios or supplements based on the PlainLabel Game System,
provided that:
(A) such works do not violate the copyright upon core rules materials included in the
PlainLabel Game System by containing, in whole or in substantial part, the text of these core
rulebooks. Core rulebooks covered under this agreement at the time of this issuance of this license
include:
VOLUME I: Simply Roleplaying!™ -- a set of rules for creating roleplaying
characters and using them in cooperative roleplaying games run by a gamemaster.
VOLUME II: Compact Combat™ -- a set of rules which allows the use of
characters created for the system to be used in tactical man-to-man combats on a combat
mapboard, which can be used alone or as an advanced combat subsystem for Simply
Roleplaying!
VOLUME III: Budget Battlefield™ -- a set of rules for playing out mass combat
operations with miniature figures or counters on a tabletop, which can be played separately or as
a mass battle subsystem for Simply Roleplaying!
MicroTactix reserves the sole right and privilege to extend these core rulebooks with additional
volumes in the future. The complete list of PlainLabel Game System Core Rulebooks covered
under this agreement is available, and the core rulebooks themselves can be obtained on the
internet at: http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel and/or in other locations and forms as
designated by MicroTactix. Their contents may not be duplicated or made available, in whole or
in part, within any other publication released under this agreement, except as follows:
(1) Works may refer to the contents of the core rulebooks of the PlainLabel Game
System freely by page number, section heading, or any other reasonable designations for

purposes of indicating, extending or expanding such rules. (2) Works may reproduce segments of
charts, tables, and other such specific data in the process of providing expanded versions of this
data, for the convenience of the user.
(B) such works display the exact words "Compatible with the PlainLabel Game System"
and/or any officially authorized version of the PlainLabel Game System compatibility logos on
their covers and in display advertising. Officially authorized logos and wording for reference are
available at: http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel. Publisher agrees not to make use of any other
form of identification with, on, or about the product that makes use of other trademarks or trade
dress in use by MicroTactix.
(C) such works display within their primary text (or attached to the work in another
obvious and easily accessible form) the most recent version of this license, as well as the
PlainLabel Game System Notice and Disclaimer, with the proper titles and publishers of the
work added where indicated. The most recent version of the PlainLabel Game System Notice and
Disclaimer is available at: http://www.microtactix.com/plainlabel.
(D) such works do not make use of the following trademarks (and their associated logos,
marks and trade dress) in reference to or as titles of said works:
(1) "Simply Roleplaying!" or any title or reference of a form using the word
"Simply" as a primary component.
(2) "Compact Combat" or any title or reference of a form using the word
"Compact" as a primary component.
(3) "Budget Battlefield" or any title or reference of a form using the word
"Budget" as a primary component.
(E) such works must specify agreement to the particular numbered version of this license
that is most current at the time of the initial publication of the work, and display that specific
numbered version of the agreement in its entirety as part of the published work. Publisher may -at their option, in a later release of the work -- agree to comply with later numbered versions of
this agreement which are offered by MicroTactix, at which point the specifications of that
version will be deemed to be in force. Otherwise, the version of the agreement as originally agreed
will remain in force, even if the agreement is withdrawn and/or later revisions are offered.
(F) the Publisher of such works agrees not to impede the rights of MicroTactix Inc. to
make use of, extend, alter, or expand the core rulebooks, or to publish such expansions,
extensions, or derivative works of their own as they see fit. Publisher further agrees not to
impede the rights of other publishers to publish other works under this license.
(G) the Publisher of such works agrees to hold harmless MicroTactix Inc., its employees,
its freelance contractors, and its stockholders for any actions of law involving works published
under this license.

